This paper presents a new approach to rendering triangular algebraic free form surfaces. A hierarchical subdivision of the surface with associated tight bounding volumes provides for quick identification of the surface regions likely to be hit by a ray. For each leaf of the hierarchy an approximation to the corresponding surface region is stored. The approximation is used to compute a good starting point for the iteration, which ensures rapid convergence. Trimming curves are described by a tree of trimming primitives such as squares, circles, polygons and free form curves combined with Boolean operations. For trimmed surfaces an irregular adaptive subdivision is constructed to quickly eliminate all parts outside the trimming curve from consideration during rendering. Cost heuristics are introduced to optimize the rendering time further.
Introduction
Free form surfaces are used in computer aided design, CAD, to model curved objects such as automobiles, planes, and design parts. The accurate visualization of free form surfaces helps significantly in the design process and reduces the need to build physical models. This work focuses on algebraic free form surfaces. For an introduction see e.g. [7] . Algebraic free form surfaces are rational polynomial surfaces in two parameters. Two 
types of free form surfaces exist: rectangular or tensor product surfaces and triangular surfaces. The definition of rectangular surfaces is conceptually more simple and they are used in many applications. Triangular surfaces are nowadays used more frequently as they are topologically more flexible than tensor product constructions. Surfaces based on a triangular domain are used in modeling complex geometries, filling of three-or multi-sided holes in boundary representations, blending of multiple surfaces, smoothing of polyhedra, free form deformations of solids, and for scattered data interpolation. There are two main alternatives for creating images of free form surfaces: methods based on conversion to a polygonal model and ray tracing methods. The first approximates the free form surface with 'small enough' polygons and renders these into a z-buffer. Ray tracing of free form surfaces determines the visible parts by constructing rays from the viewpoint through the pixels of the image plane into the scene. The rays are intersected with the surfaces of the scene and the first surface hit determines the color of the pixel. The disadvantages of polygonalization are that visible shading artifacts occur if the subdivision is not very fine, that the subdivision process must handle the cracking problem, and that reflection and refraction cannot be simulated properly. Ray tracing is computationally more expensive than polygon display but all desired lighting effects can be simulated accurately.
Trimmed free form surfaces have become popular in practice because they can represent holes in surfaces and they can be used to define patches with arbitrary shape. Also, boolean operations on boundary representations of solids yield trimmed surfaces. [21] and more recently Bézier clipping [16] . [20] , Chebyshev boxing [10] , oriented slabs [22] , and parallelepipeds [2] . The last method also employs an approximation to each surface part to obtain an accurate starting point for the Newton iteration, thereby ensuring rapid convergence with relatively small tree depths. Campagna [4] 
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In general the intersection point of a ray with an algebraic free form surface cannot be calculated directly, as the degree of the corresponding equations is too high. Therefore an iterative approach is used. To obtain the intersection point two main strategies have been proposed: interval methods and hierarchical bounding structures followed by Newton iteration. The first class progressively narrows the parameter interval of the intersection point and includes algorithms based on interval arithmetic
The advantage of Bézier clipping is its guaranteed convergence. The algorithm can take trimming curves into account as well. A major disadvantage is the cost of the clipping operation, which grows with the cube of the degree of the surface. Also the concept is not straightforwardly applicable to triangular surfaces. The second class of methods encloses each part of a hierarchical subdivision of the surface with a bounding volume. In a preprocessing step a subdivision process splits the surface recursively and continues until the parts are flat enough. Intersecting a ray with the surface recursively traverses the bounding volume hierarchy and identifies all parts that may be hit. For each leaf reached Newton iteration is used to find the intersection point. Almost planar parts have the advantage that iterative methods converge quickly in such areas. Additionally bounding volumes are tighter. This improves the efficiency during the search for potentially intersecting surface regions as large parts of the tree can be pruned quickly. Examples for previously used bounding volumes include axes-parallel bounding boxes
Trimmed Free Form Surfaces
Free form surfaces are used to model curved objects such as automobiles that cannot be modeled precisely with conventional primitive objects such as polygons, polyhedra and spheres. This work focuses on the most common type, algebraic free form surfaces. For an introduction see e.g. [7] . Trimming curves limit the surface to parts of its parameter domain which is used e.g. to introduce holes. (1) with the corresponding Bézier weight functions: [5] . See Fig. 1 Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(a) . The vertices created by the de Casteljau algorithm form also the control point meshes of the three sub-surfaces. Fig. 2(b) (a) (c) (b) The flexibility of the Goldman algorithm to subdivide the parameter domain in arbitrarily oriented triangles will be used in the following method for the adaptive subdivision of free form surfaces.
Triangular Free Form Surfaces
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Trimming Curves
Trimming curves are used to limit the surface to parts of its parameter domain. They enable the user to define holes in surfaces and allow for arbitrary boundary shapes. Fig. 4 shows an untrimmed free form surface, a trimming curve in the parameter domain and the trimmed surface. [15] . Implementations of both approaches represent the resulting trimming curve as a piecewise linear or cubic curve. 
In this work trimming curves are specified in a very general and compact way. Closed contour primitives are 'composited' in a tree using constructive planar geometry, CPG, operators analogous to the well-known three-dimensional CSG operators. The border contour of the resulting shape defines the trimmed region(s). These trimming curve(s) are clipped implicitly at the border of the parameter domain for simplicity. One source of trimming curves is a solid modeling system that represents the surfaces of solids as free form surfaces. A basic operation in such a system is the intersection of two free form surfaces. The resulting three-dimensional intersection curve is of high degree in general. One alternative to find the two-dimensional trimming curves in the parameter domains of the two surfaces is a technique called inversion. A better possibility is to compute the two-dimensional trimming curves directly
Furthermore, most solid modeling systems allow the combination of objects with CSG operators. A CSG combination of multiple objects necessitates a corresponding combination of trimmed regions on the surfaces. Instead of computing the trimmed regions directly, the final trimmed regions can be represented more efficiently as a set of trimming curves combined by a tree of CPG operator nodes. One important benefit of describing trimmed regions by a tree of CPG operators is that no intersection computation for trimming curves is needed. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse an copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE. -4 -
In the following the CPG operator nodes, the contour primitives, and their corresponding inside tests are described. The inside test determines if a point in the parameter domain is inside or outside with respect to the trimming curve. Later on, during ray tracing (section 3), this inside test is used for each intersection point of a ray with the surface to determine if the intersection point is valid, i.e. inside the trimming curve.
Constructive Planar Geometry -CPG
The inside test for an operator node recursively processes the two child nodes first. For the union operator the point has to lie inside at least one of the two children. The intersection operator tests if the point lies inside both children. For the difference operator the point has to be inside the left operand but not inside the right.
Contour Primitives
The [9] . For free form curves edge segments the ray-curve intersection test is performed by the two-dimensional equivalent of the free form surface ray casting procedure described by [2] . In two dimensions the method is very similar to strip trees [1] . 
The inside test for the square and the circle is simple. For polygons a ray is traced from the query point in direction of the positive x-axis to infinity and the number of intersections with the polygon edges are counted. If the number is odd the point is considered inside
Ray Tracing Trimmed Free Form Surfaces
Construction of the Bounding Volume Tree
In earlier works parallelepipeds were used to construct tight bounding volumes for quadrilateral free form surfaces [2] . Kajiya [13] used triangular prisms to optimize the ray tracing of fractals. Additionally recent work for collision detection shows that orientable solids result in more efficient bounding volume hierarchies compared to axis-aligned solids [12] . Fig. 7 ).
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Note that all parts completely inside the trimming curve may still need further subdivision depending on the curvature of the surface (not shown in
Subdivision for CPG trees
In general, it is not always necessary to process the whole CPG tree for the inside test of a surface part. Determining beforehand the nodes of the CPG tree, which can influence the result inside a given triangular domain, allows the construction of an optimized CPG tree and reduces evaluation times. In the simplest case an optimized tree is easily represented by a reference to a sub-tree of the original CPG tree. Fig. 13(a) Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse an copyrighted component of this work in other works
Fig. 13: (a), (b) Two examples for optimized CPG trees for inside tests (see text).
This optimization is applied during pre-processing to simplify the classifications against the trimming curve. Moreover, the reference to the optimized CPG tree is stored for each leaf crossed to limits the complexity of the inside test during ray tracing.
Cost Adaptive Construction of the Subdivision Tree
The subdivision method presented so far proceeds until each part of the free form surface corresponding to the parameter domain triangle is flat enough or a predefined limit is reached. If the subdivision process were continued further even more parts of the surface would need no inside test because more regions can be pre-classified. Furthermore, optimized subdivision leads to simpler trimming curves in the leaves and therefore yields faster inside tests, too. Clearly this is only beneficial if the cost for the descent in the subdivision tree is less than the cost of the inside test. In this context the cost for the inside test is defined as the average amount of work required for the test of a point with respect to the trimming curve. To implement this strategy an estimate to the cost for the inside test is computed for each node of the CPG tree during the construction. For square and circle the cost for the test is assumed to be constant. The cost for polygons depends mainly on the number of edge segments and their type. Straight polygon segments have constant cost per segment. For curved segments modeled by Bézier-curves the cost depends mainly on the degree of the curve. B-Spline and NURBS segments are associated with cost depending on the order of the curve. The cost of a CPG-operator can be approximated using the cost of the two children. See Table 3 for an example of values used in the implementation. During the subdivision phase a comparison of the cost of a recursive descent and the cost of the inside test associated with the trimming curve of the current triangle part allows to decide quickly if further subdivision is beneficial.
Ray-Surface Intersection
The intersection of a ray with the free form surface is performed with an adapted version of the iteration procedure presented by Barth and Stürzlinger [2] . This method is summarized in the following paragraphs and a few relevant details are discussed.
Each ray is intersected with the root tripiped of the bounding volume tree. If there is an intersection the successors of the node are examined recursively. For each leaf encountered the plane approximating the surface part is used to determine a good starting point for the Newton iteration, see Fig. 14(a). Iteration is performed on the original, whole surface. Each iteration step computes the tangent plane to the current point on the surface and approximates the true intersection point with the intersection of the ray with this plane. Iteration stops as soon as the change in parameter values falls below a certain limit. If the iteration has not converged after a pre-defined number of iteration steps, the algorithm assumes divergence. In this case the ray misses the surface part corresponding to the leaf of the subdivision tree and no hit is reported. Note that the ray may still converge to the (correct) intersection point in a neighboring part as the iteration is performed for each leaf hit by the ray. And as every point of the surface is enclosed by at least one tripiped no intersections will be missed. Previous experience with quadrilateral free form surfaces showed that a maximum of three iteration steps suffices for most rectangular surfaces [2]. The current approximation to the intersection point in the above iteration procedure may lie outside the parameter domain of a surface part associated with a leaf node. If the intersection point leaves the parameter domain while iterating by more than a predefined relative margin the point is re-projected onto the nearest border of the triangular domain and this point is used for the next iteration step. Whenever the iteration leaves the parameter domain more than once this indicates divergence. In this case the iteration is abandoned and no hit is reported for this leaf node. Whenever the angle between the approximating plane and the ray is small there is a significant possibility that multiple intersection points with the surface exist. This is detected by computing the absolute value of the dot product of the ray direction and the plane normal. If it is smaller than a pre-defined threshold the ray intersects the tripiped at a grazing angle; i.e. the ray is almost parallel to the surface. In this situation the iteration may converge to the wrong intersection point. To guard against this the iteration is started twice using the projection of the two intersection points with the bounding tripiped onto the approximating plane.
The intersection point nearer to the eye is returned. Fig. 14(b 
Implementation and Results
The new rendering method for trimmed triangular free form surfaces has been implemented in the framework of the FLIRT ray tracer [19] in ANSI-C. All timings shown are in seconds for 512 by 512 images on a 250Mhz R4400 SGI-Onyx. One ray was shot through the midpoint of each pixel. The grazing angle criterion from section 3.3 was set to 78.5 degrees as in [2] .
Triangular Free Form Surfaces
In Fig. 15(a) a cubic Bézier surface and in Fig. 15(b Fig. 15(c) and a larger view of the upper part is depicted in Fig. 15(d) . Fig. 15(e) shows a rational cubic Bézier surface. Another rational Bézier surface of degree 9 is shown in Fig. 15(f) . To demonstrate the shape of the rational cubic surface more clearly a zoomed version with a reflective material is shown in Fig. 16(a) (a) (b) (c) In general the subdivision depth needed to achieve rapid convergence depends on the surface curvature and the degree of the surface. Table 2 shows statistics for Fig. 15 (f) to demonstrate the trade-off between subdivision depth and iteration count. All corresponding images are identical to Fig. 15(f 
Trimmed Free Form Surfaces
For trimmed surfaces [17] is also planned.
